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ABSTRACT 
The Mawar Garbage Bank needs a waste bank data management information system with a Web-based Telegram 
Bot notification feature on the Garbage Bank. The goal is to provide convenience to the officers of the Mawar 
Garbage Bank to speed up the process of managing data and delivering information in an effective and efficient 
manner to customers. This research uses the waterfall method. By using a MySQL database, PHP programming 
language and Laravel Framework. As well as diagrams used for system modeling using the Unified Modeling 
Language (UML). With this system, it is hoped that it can make it easier to manage data and provide information 
about the waste bank which is useful for the Mawar Garbage Bank. This research will be tested using Black Box, 
White Box and User Acceptance Test (UAT). As for the notification using a telegram bot. The notification from the 
telegram bot aims to make it easier for customers to find information such as balances, savings flows, and cash 
withdrawals. From the black box test, you get 100% results, which means that the system has met the design 
objectives, so this system is suitable for use. White box test results get 100% results with the resulting complexity 
is 2 which shows that it can meet the criteria for software engineering. The results of the user acceptance test 
(UAT) test get a 98% result, which means that the software is acceptable and has met the requested needs. 
Keywords : bot telegram, garbage bank, reminder. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The Waste Bank is a form of public awareness in 
overcoming waste management problems that are still 
emerging today. One form of this is by utilizing existing 
waste for recycling so that it has added value and reduces 
the volume of waste disposed of at the TPA (Deharja & 
Permatasari, 2016). The Mawar Garbage Bank is a 
manifestation of community awareness in Jogoloyo 
Village in overcoming the problem of waste management. 
In this Mawar Garbage Bank, it is managed by retired 
civil servants in Jogoloyo Village. The purpose of the 
Mawar Garbage Bank is to manage and manage waste 
from its source. In addition, it is also used as a place to 
save household waste, as well as provide guidance to the 
community to sort, select and process existing waste into 
products that are useful and have a selling value so that 
they can help improve the economy of the surrounding 
community (Destiningrum & Adrian, 2017). However, 
Mawar Garbage Bank still has several problems in 
managing information and data management which is 
still conventional using books. Therefore, in this study 
we collaborated with the management of the Mawar 
Garbage Bank to help solve the problems that exist in the 
Mawar Garbage Bank by creating an information system 
about the web-based waste bank. 
In this study we used the waterfall method and for 
modeling the system using UML. The reason the author 
uses the web in this system is because every user who 
uses a web application will find it easy to access the 
information provided (Hidayat & Muttaqin, 2018). 
Because web applications can be accessed using various 
devices and the operating system can adjust to various 
devices and operating systems (Maharani, 2017). In 
addition, it is also equipped with a telegram bot 
notification system which is useful for making it easier 
for customers to view information about the Mawar 
Garbage Bank. The ease of access provided by telegram 
which can run in almost all platforms makes it easy for 
users to build a notification system by utilizing the 
telegram bot facility provided with messages 
automatically (Maulayya et al., 2019). The use of the 
Telegram notification system at the Mawar Garbage 
Bank aims to provide useful information for Mawar 
Garbage Bank customers in order to create effective and 
efficient information. 
The results of this study are expected to provide 
solutions to solve the problems that exist in the Mawar 
Garbage Bank and provide convenience for garbage bank 
officers and customers. With the existence of a waste 
bank data management information system with the 
WEB-based Telegram Bot notification feature at the 
Mawar Desa Jogoloyo Demak Waste Bank, it can 
provide information about the Mawar Garbage Bank and 
help make it easier to record and manage waste bank 
data (Okstania et al., 2019). 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 
The rapid development of communication technology 
with many emerging various sophisticated 
telecommunication or communication tools, such as 
telephone, cellular, television, radio, telegram, facsimile, 
and so on. As well as problems that occur in the 
community itself (Rifai & Mustafidah, 2013). The 
problem in this research is that there is no Waste Bank 
information system at the Mawar Garbage Bank. This 
study aims to provide information about the Mawar 
Waste Bank and to help facilitate the recording and 
management of waste bank data. The framework of 
thinking used in this research is the waterfall method. To 
overcome waste management regarding the absence of a 
waste bank data management information system with a 
web-based telegram bot notification feature on the 
Mawar Waste Bank. With the Telegram Bot reminder, it 
is expected to be able to notify or as a notification to 
Rose Waste Bank customers. For this reason, the first 
step is analysis by observing the Mawar Waste Bank and 
collecting data. The second stage is design which 
includes system design: use cases, activity diagrams, 
sequence diagrams and class diagrams (Kusrini et al., 
2019). The design of the database design uses a class 
diagram. Meanwhile, the method used is the waterfall 
method including preparation, design, implementation 
and testing. By using Telegram Bot-based modeling. 
Furthermore, the third stage of implementation using the 
MySQL database, the PHP programming language and 
the Laravel Framework. The last stage is the testing stage 
using the White Box, Blackbox and User Acceptance 




Fig. 1. Framework for development of a waste bank 
information system. 
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The application development method used is the 
waterfall method, the following are the stages of 
application development based on the order of the 
methods used: 
3.1. System analysis 
3.1.1. Current system analysis 
System analysis is an activity to identify and evaluate 
problems that occur in a system to be created. This 
system is designed to help Mawar Garbage Bank in 
managing waste in order to create a clean environment. 
For now, the Mawar Garbage Bank still uses a manual 
system, namely by using an accounting book which is 
used to record all transactions for the Mawar Waste Bank 
customers, so this is less effective and efficient. In 
analyzing the system to be created, the author will use 
the Unified Modelling Language (UML), which includes 
modelling use case diagrams, class diagrams, sequence 
diagrams, and activity diagrams (Parianthana et al., 
2018). 
3.1.2. Analysis of system and user requirements 
The weakness of the system that runs at the Mawar 
Garbage Bank itself is that there is no awareness of the 
importance of managing waste into a rupiah value by 
saving through the waste itself. From these problems, we 
need a system that can help the community by utilizing 
and managing waste properly and making it easier to 
carry out transactions with customers. Yang user needs 
related to the system and all about the activities that 
users can do on the waste bank management information 
system with the Telegram Bot on the web-based rose 
waste bank (Priantoro & Rapiyanta, 2016). 
1) User: users can see what activities are being shared 
and the latest information from the chairman of the 
Mawar Garbage Bank; 
2) Admin: can log in to manage data management 
information system waste bank data management 
with BOT Telegram at Mawar Garbage Bank. 
3.1.3. Analysis of software and hardware requirements 
Software Requirements : Windows 10 ultimate 64 bit 
operating system, XAMPP as a local server, MySQL 
databases, Web browsers such as Google chrome, 
Mozilla Firefox, Opera Web Browser or UC Browser, 
Notepad++ as code text for writing programs, Sublime 
Text3 as a program aid from notepad++, Draw IO as a 
design system design. 
Hardware Requirements : Minimum 4 GB RAM in 
system design, ASUS laptop with Intel (R) core (TM) 
i5-3110M processor with 32-bit Operating System type 
system 
3.1.4. Alternative systems are proposed 
From the existing problems, it can be suggested that 
the waste bank data management information system 
with the Telegram Bot notification feature on the Mawar 
Garbage Bank. can be an alternative to the effectiveness 
of the existing system. 
3.2. Design 
3.2.1. Use case diagram 
Use Case Diagram is a model for the behavior of the 
information system to be made. Use Case describes an 
interaction between one or more actors with the 
information system to be created (Ramadhan, 2017). In 
this use case diagram, there are 3 actors, namely 
customers, officers, and administrators who must enter 
the login form first before being able to access the main 
menu form. Use case diagrams can be seen in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Use case diagram. 
3.2.2. Class diagram 
Class is a specification that if instantiated will produce 
an object and is the core of object-oriented development 
and design. Class describes the state (attribute / property) 
of a system, as well as offering services to manipulate 
that state (method / function). The class has three main or 
main areas, namely names, attributes and methods. The 
class diagram is shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3. Class diagram. 
3.3. Implementation 
3.3.1. Add transaction menu page 
Fig. 4 on the add transaction page shows creating a 
new transaction for the customer. After making a 
transaction, show the transaction history as shown below. 
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Fig. 4. Add transaction menu page. 
3.3.2. Menu savings page 
Fig. 5 on the details page of this savings list shows the 
customer's last balance and history when making 
transactions and withdrawing balances. 
 
Fig. 5. Savings menu page. 
3.2.3. Telegram bot notification page 
The Fig. 6 on this page customers who have been 
added by the admin are given a temporary account 
number and password. The customer opens the telegram 
application and clicks start / start and the customer gets a 
notification like the image above. 
 
Fig. 6. Telegram bot notification page. 
3.4. Testing 
System testing uses three tests, namely black box 
testing, white box testing, and user acceptance test. In 
black box testing, a percentage of 100% is achieved and 
0% fails, in white box testing results in a percentage of 
100% being achieved and 0% failing with the resulting 
complexity of 2, and in testing the user acceptance test 
produces a percentage of 98%. With the test results of 
the system shows that the system is suitable for use 
(Okstania et al., 2019). 
 
3.4. Discussion 
In the user acceptance test, in terms of benefit, 
appearance and convenience, the three correspondents 
obtained an average percentage of 98. With the 98% 
category, this means that the waste bank management 
information system is feasible to use. 
4. CONCLUSION 
Based on the user acceptance test, this waste bank data 
management information system has benefits and 
conveniences to manage data and use it for its users. The 
use of the telegram bot runs well according to user needs 
by providing balance information and savings flow 
information. System testing uses three tests, namely 
black box testing, white box testing, and user acceptance 
test. In black box testing, a percentage of 100% is 
achieved and 0% fails, in white box testing results in a 
percentage of 100% being achieved and 0% failing with 
the resulting complexity of 2, and in testing the user 
acceptance test yields a percentage of 98%. With the test 
results of the system shows that the system is suitable for 
use. 
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